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It is with great pleasure that I write this for the annual report for Shoalhaven Neighbourhood Services (SNS).   This is my second 

year as President of the Management Committee for SNS. This report covers the period 1 July 2019 to 30 June 2020.  What a 

year it has been for all of us!  In this year, our area has experienced the drought, the bushfire season that left us all devastated 

and damaged, a flood and then COVID-19 to top it all off.  I am proud to say that the SNS team have been resilient, adaptable, 

flexible and have been there for the community throughout this tough year. 

Both SNS Neighbourhood Centres continue to be vital links and provide services to the community. The Worrigee Street and 

East Nowra Centres are hubs for many services and meetings and the team is to be congratulated for keeping things going 

during the turbulent year we have had. 

Highlights of the year for SNS include; 

 In August 2019,  received additional funding from The Hon. Gareth Ward MP of $2,000, to update and print the 

invaluable local document, Path2Home. 

 In October 2019, the centre received confirmation from the NDIS Quality and Safeguards Commission that the audit was 

passed successfully and SNS was approved to continue to provide NDIS Services from 9 October 2019 to 8 October 

2022.   

 Direct Support Worker,  David, was the star of a Grass Roots Video Stories created by Community Industry Group.  The 

launch was held in January 2020 by the Hon. Gareth Ward MP in Kiama.  The video was called There is a Place and it was 

a great introduction to the Shoalhaven Neighbourhood Services and the journey that David has followed.   Quite 

inspirational! 

 In March 2020, the centre’s staff commenced preparing for COVID-19 including thinking about how to continue support 

services during this time.  Some staff worked from home and others maintained the frontline in the centres, with 

appropriately reduced services being offered.  The team kept regular phone contact with all clients during this time and 

recommenced services, in a limited capacity when restrictions allowed.  The SNS team are to be acknowledged for their 

commitment to doing this in what can only be described as turbulent and worrying times. 

 Due to COVID-19, the management committee and others at SNS are becoming ZOOM champions and some of us are 

even remembering to take it off mute when we talk! 

 Our last big task as a committee this year is worthy of mention – we undertook a 3 yearly review of the SNS 

Constitution, which will be voted on at the AGM.  A huge task and a big thank you to all involved – much appreciated! 

Sadly, we said goodbye to the following staff members this year – Amy (Direct Support Worker), Kira  (Direct Support Worker) 

and Michelle Lucas (Acting Team Leader). We welcomed Jacqui May (Administration Assistant), Anna  (Direct Support Worker)  

and Nigel Ridgway (Team Leader). 

Due to some staffing issues this year, the whole SNS team have really pitched in and worked very hard to ensure all services to 

clients are maintained at a high standard with a smile.  The SNS team are to be acknowledged for covering extra tasks and 

being dedicated to ensure clients did not miss out. 

The volunteers who assist clients at Shoalhaven Neighbourhood Services are by far the biggest stars of our service.  I say a big 

THANK YOU to all of you – the organisation could not provide the valuable service to so many without your help and 

assistance.  Your commitment to our clients during these hard times has been amazing and very much appreciated. 

I wish to acknowledge Maxine who continues to manage Shoalhaven Neighbourhood Services in a calm, confident and 

professional manner.  Maxine keeps all of us on the right track and always has her finger on the pulse of the centre– we all 

thank you!  I also want to acknowledge the permanent  team at SNS,  Fiona, Skye, Nigel, Annette, Jacqui, Nerida and the casual 

direct support workers (Anna, Barbara, David, Emma, Joan, Joy and Pip) you are very much the back bone of this organisation 

and contribute to the daily success of the centre  – thank you. 

Finally, I wish to thank the Management Committee for 2019/20 – Alan Stasiukynas (Vice President), Cara MacDougall 

(Secretary), Gordon Cryer (Treasurer), Debbie Waddell (Committee Member), Anne Talbot (Committee Member) and Kate 

Kennedy (Committee Member).  It has been great working with you this year and I thank you all for your dedication and 

commitment to Shoalhaven Neighbourhood Services. 

Emma Wood - President 

Presidents Report 2019-2020 
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Overview 
 
During the 2019-2020 financial year our programs, activities 
and partnerships continued to operate but were significantly 
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. We were able to reach 
129,975 community members which has been achieved 
through the delivery of: 

 10 events with a total of 1,595 people in attendance,  

 93 services were coordinated through the 
Neighbourhood Centres,  

 349 social inclusion programs were delivered at our 
Neighbourhood Centres which have supported 2,515 
residents, 

 11 resources were developed reaching a total of 
124,186 people,  

 662 community networks and groups were supported,  

 information and referral support was provided on 1,625 
occasions and 

 5,782.5 hours of direct support was provided to 54 
clients through our Social Support Program.   

 

The management committee and staff have also: 

 focused on implementing the Strategic Plan activities, a 

summary of the accomplishments so far is on page 6,  

 undertaken a recruitment drive to ensure all the staff 

positions in the organisational structure as seen on page 

35, have been filled, 

 received a funding extension for the CHSP Social 

Support services  and negotiated a 3 year funding 

contract for the Neighbourhood Centres which has the 

potential to be extended for an additional 2 years,  

 undertaken independent certification against the NDIS 

Practice Standards and  

 adapted our service delivery and developed a COVID-19 

Safety Plan which accommodates the latest health 

advice in relation to the COVID-19 pandemic.  

Organisational Update 

2019-2020 

Highlights 

  

Staff recruited and all 

roles filled. 

2 year funding 

extension for CHSP 

Social Support 

Program. 

3 year funding 

contract for our 

Neighbourhood 

Centres. 

NDIS Practice 

Standards 

certification. 

Updating and 

reprinting of the 

Path2home guide. 

COVID-19 safety plan 

developed. 

Registered as a COVID 

Safe business. 
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Organisational Update- (continued) 

 

Strategic priorities and achievements (2019-2020) 
 

Priority 1: Place Shoalhaven Neighbourhood Services at the centre of community life 

Our Community News Newsletter was distributed quarterly and featured articles on key themes 

such as child protection week, homelessness and mental health.  

3 staff success stories have been promoted to the wider community. 

Mandatory training calendar has been reviewed. 

We have been attending the Community Matters monthly fair event in Jelly Bean park. 

Partnerships have expanded to include the Fit4life program, supporting the formation of an East 

Nowra Womens group, collaborating with Department of Communities and Justice and Mission 

Australia to hold a Community Vision conference next financial year and a Bring your Bills Day. 

4 advocacy campaigns have been promoted throughout the year. 

We have prepared a satisfaction survey so that we can consult our meeting room users. 

We participated in 10 events this year. 

ACON welcome here registration remains in place. 

Key leaders in our community have been engaged with on 4 occasions. 

3 advocacy groups have utilised our facilities throughout the year. 

 

Priority 2: Be a sustainable and dynamic organisation 

We have worked out the unit cost to provide Social Support Program from last financial years 

figures. 

A work plan has been developed as a guideline for implementing a Client Management System. 

Team Leader Job description was updated and a successful applicant has been recruited. 

9 funding applications were submitted this financial year. 

2 year contract extension is in place for our CHSP funding. 

A 3 year funding agreement has been negotiated for our Neighbourhood Centre funding. 

Priority 3: Increase awareness and visibility of Shoalhaven Neighbourhood Services 

5 out of 6 staff position descriptions have been updated and all roles filled. 
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Organisational Update- (continued) 

Donations 2019-2020 
Thank you to the people, community groups and organisations who have made  

formal donations and contributions. 

Shoalhaven Neighbourhood Services Inc. funding summary 
Social Support Program  

Funded by Department of Health through the 

Commonwealth Home Support Programme 

Funding.  The funding for Social Support– 

Individual has been extended and is now in 

place until 30 June 2022.  

 

NDIS registered provider: people eligible for 

the NDIS can choose to purchase services from 

SNS. 

  

Brokerage services: people who receive a Home 

Care package are able to establish a Brokerage 

agreement and purchase services from SNS. 

Community Builders Program 

Funded by the Department of Family and 

Community Services: This funding concluded 

on 30 June 2020. 

A new funding agreement has been secured 

from 1 July 2020– 30 June 2023 with the 

possibility of a 2 year extension. The program 

will be funded by the Department of 

Communities and Justice under a new 

framework which is known as the Targeted 

Early Intervention (TEI) Program. We are funded 

for three program activities known as: 

Community Connections, Community Centres 

and Community Support.  

One-off funding received during the year 

NSW Clubs Grant– Funding to deliver the Education, Networking, Training and Resourcing 

(ENTR) project to primary and high school students and funding towards the running of 

the Womens Wellness Festival.  

The Honorable Gareth Ward MP– funding towards the reprinting of the Path2home 

guide.  

Avril Henry and Associates– Scholarship for the Operations Officer to attend the Great 

Leaders Are Made (GLAM) Leadership conference.  

Col and Colleen Blundell 

McCullough Robertson Lawyers 

Manildra Group   

Marc Thompson  

Maxine Edwards 

NowChem 

Nowra Dental 

Nowra Makers Market 

Suzanne Burnett 

Triona Nic Gerailt 

Wonderful Women of Greenwell Point 

YWCA Australia 
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Operational Update 

People and Places 

During 2019-2020 the volunteers of Shoalhaven 

Neighbourhood Services have continued to exceed 

expectation in their willingness to adapt to changing sets of 

circumstances, and go above and beyond to provide our 

valuable service to community. 

Whilst many of our volunteers have experienced a period of 

being stood down, the grace and acceptance that they have 

demonstrated has been truly outstanding.  A couple of new 

faces, and a few who are pending with wishes to join our 

glorious team, paused due to the current health regulations. 

This year we featured in and attended the launch of the Grass 

Roots Solutions Project which was produced by Community 

Industry Group and filmed by Beyond Empathy Illawarra.  The 

videos showcase the value of early intervention programs 

and highlight the important work of small, place-based 

community organisations.  The video we featured in 

showcased a wonderful story of David’s journey in which he 

started out as a volunteer.  

We have learnt to pivot, adapt, innovate and act responsively 

and perhaps more responsibly than ever before when the 

health recommendations initially arose in early 2020.  Having 

to close our centre doors was a very sad day for everyone, 

and the only time in our proud history where a health event 

has required such significant response and change in the way 

we deliver our support to community. The power of 

technology certainly came to bear with team members 

working remotely and the ever-changing landscape in how we 

communicate with each other, may see this space grow considerably in the years to come. 

We are very fortunate to have continuing close and respectful relationships with our tenants at 

both centres – FOCAS and Southern Cross Housing. This year we have a new tenant, IDEAS– a 

disability advocacy organisation join our East Nowra site. Our centres continue to play host to 

many of our ongoing groups such as self help and support groups, craft activities and the Older 

Womens Network to name a few. We also continue to provide venue space to short-term hires 

for activities such as employment skills, guitar ensemble performances and a variety of training 

sessions.   

Snapshot 
4064 hours of 

service provided by volunteers 

 

$134,518.40 

Estimated financial contribution 

to the community 

Staff members Maxine and David with 

Debbie, NDIS participant and The Hon. 

Gareth Ward MP at Community Industry 

Groups Grass Roots Solutions Project 
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Community Builders - Program Update  

In 2019-2020 our Community Builders staff continued to lead the Shoalhaven Antipoverty 

Committee, build community partnerships, support our existing centre users and community 

members, attend community events as well as lead and facilitate the Pram Walking Group and 

Monkey Mondays Playgroup.   

The Monkey Mondays Playgroup has enabled us to 

expand of our services to have a greater focus on 

vulnerable children, young people and families and 

this year, prior to COVID-19 shut down, we have 

expanded the group to include 8 parents and 7 

children which also included our first newborn baby. 

To adapt to COVID-19 restrictions and ensure that we 

can keep our children and families connected in a safe 

way we have been fortunate enough to receive pro-

bono support from McCullough Robertson Lawyers. 

The pro-bono support has enabled us to establish 

some terms and conditions so that we are able to 

offer group activities such as playgroup and Yoga in 

the virtual world.  Next financial year we will be 

continuing to offer these program in the virtual space 

which shall be a challenge that we are ready to 

embrace.   

Program Highlights 

Shoalhaven Neighbourhood Services 

participated in lots of events again this 

year including NAIDOC, Prosperity in the 

Park, Volunteer Week and the Community 

Matters fairs. 

These events give us an opportunity to 

introduce ourselves to community 

members to let them know about our wide 

range of activities and introduce them to 

our programs and services as well as to 

provide community information and 

referrals.  

Left: Staff member Fiona with Fiona Phillips 

MP. at the Prosperity in the Park event in 

Nowra. 

Monkey Mondays playgroup fun ready to begin! 
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Program Update—Community Builders (continued) 

This year we were able to support the delivery of one more term of the FoodREDI/ Bringing up 

Great Kids Program which is a program designed to support parents and carers to eat and cook 

healthy meals and gain skills and knowledge in parenting. This year is the last term that the 

program will be delivered in its current format as some of our partners move on to other activities. 

To expand our partnerships and connect with younger people we have joined the Fitforlife 

Committee, which is a collaboration with Police Citizens Youth Club, Mission Australia, Department 

of Communities and Justice, Shoalhaven Suicide Prevention Awareness Network, Headspace, 

Southern Cross Housing and Rural Australia Mental Health Program. Our involvement with the 

Fitforlife Program has enabled us to supply hygiene packs to the kids that participate in the 

program and once a month we are also attending the program to assist with the breakfast and 

fitness activities, meet the kids and provide information and referrals. 

 

Service provision over the year continued to include social inclusion programs, events, resources, 

community networks and services coordinated through the centre. An overview of the year is seen 

in the chart below. 
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Social Support—Program Update  

Our social support program proved highly adaptable this year as we continued to support to our clients 

while the community was disrupted by bushfires, flooding and then the COVID-19 pandemic.  

The social support program assists both people who are 65 and over through funding provided under the 

Commonwealth Home Support Program (CHSP) and participants in the National Disability Insurance 

Scheme (NDIS). We support our clients to maintain and build their independence at home and in the 

community. This enables them to pursue activities away from home that they might not otherwise be able 

to pursue and helping them to maintain and build their social networks.   

Our support became a much needed lifeline for many this year as they reduced their activities in the 

community to minimise their risk of exposure to the COVID-19 virus.   

The program focuses on supporting our clients with dignity and respect. We deliver our support in a way 

that recognises and promotes their needs and goals. This approach also shaped the way in which we 

responded to the disruptions this year.  The safety concerns raised by the COVID-19 pandemic have been 

the most challenging. They affect almost every activity that we undertake in the community and will 

remain in the community for some time to come.   

Our client-centred focus led to us having extensive discussion with each of our clients about how we could 

continue to deliver support without compromising their safety.  We did this largely by telephone to 

minimise the risk that face-to-face discussions themselves might pose.    

We were able to continue our one-to-one social support services to our clients in their own homes and for 

essential activities away from home such as trips to doctors, chemists and banks. We were fortunately able 

to source a bulk supply of toilet rolls when few were available in retail stores and delivered them to our 

clients. We also offered a list shopping service for our clients to ensure that they continued to receive 

groceries and other important household items while they remained at home.  Many gladly accepted the 

offer. 

We had further discussion in May with our clients as they expressed a strong interest in resuming some 

activities away from home. Being able to do their own shopping was a high priority. Each client considered 

the COVID-19 related risks associated with activities away from home when deciding whether they wished 

to resume those activities. Many opted to resume their activities away from home while undertaking social 

distancing and personal hygiene practices.     

Highlights from our group activities prior to COVID -19. 
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A small number of our clients, who are particularly vulnerable, chose to remain at home.  We have 

continued to shop for these clients and introduced regular telephone support for those clients who were 

not receiving regular social contact in other ways. A number of our clients have advised us and that they 

appreciate and look forward to these telephone calls. The calls will form a regular part of our social support 

program into the future. 

We were unfortunately not able to continue our popular schedule of social group outings after mid-March 

when the COVID-19 pandemic risk became too great to continue.  We are grateful however, that we had so 

many rewarding group outings before then. The Whale Watch cruise on Jervis Bay in September was 

particularly well received by those with good sea legs and the Tulip Festival at Bowral in October was also a 

highlight.  Our clients also really enjoyed the Art and Craft outing day at our Worrigee Street Centre in 

October. 

Program Highlights This year’s highlight features an example of client support, which reflects the spirit 

of our program, our support workers, and the way in which one act of kindness can inspire others. For the 

purpose of the story, we will call our client Susan and her support worker, Mary. 

In June this year, Susan found that she was unable to exit Mary’s car, while on a shopping trip that had 

been scheduled from 1pm to 4pm.  Susan found that one of her legs was not functioning as it usually did.  

Mary offered to drive Susan to hospital and to keep her company while she sought medical assistance.  

The hospital staff assisted Susan to exit Mary’s car upon arrival. Susan then underwent a series of 

consultations and diagnostic procedures to help identify the cause of her problem.  Mary opted to stay 

with Susan for the duration of these procedures, regardless of how long they took, to ensure that Susan 

either had support if she needed to be admitted to hospital or transport home once they were done.     

The procedures concluded at about 6pm and the hospital advised that Susan could return home. Mary 

drove her home after stopping off at the supermarket to purchase much needed groceries.  Mary then 

ensured that Susan was comfortable at home before departing for her own home at about 7pm. 

Susan’s adult children, who live some hours north of the Shoalhaven, were overwhelmed with gratitude for 

the effort that Mary had taken to support their mum.   

One of Susan’s daughters was also inspired to offer her own help to a woman, of similar age to her mum, in 

her own town.  She later said that she saw the woman struggling along in cold, wet and windy weather 

and, thinking of Mary’s generosity towards her own mum, decided to pass that generosity on to this 

stranger in need.  

We are pleased to say that while Mary’s generous offer of her time and support was outstanding, it was by 

no means unique this year.  There have been other, similar, examples of our direct support workers going 

above and beyond the call of duty to support their clients in need.  Each example is tribute to the culture 

and spirit of Shoalhaven Neighbourhood Services and the volunteers and workers in its crew. 

Continuous improvement- We are pleased to report that our new electronic rostering system is now 

operational and has been a great success.  The new system allows us to respond quickly to service changes 

that our clients sometimes require and to communicate with our team in the field. 

Program Update- Social Support (continued) 
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Program Update- Social Support (continued) 
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2019-2020 Social Support service summary

Support and development- We were able to offer First Aid 

Training to all of our staff and volunteers this year.  We 

were also proud to cheer one of our staff, David, as he 

received the Dot Hennessy Commitment for Vocational 

Education and Training Award.  This award was presented 

to David at the 2020 NSW Training Awards. It recognises his 

diligence and effort in completing his Certificate III studies in 

Community Services online.  

CHSP – contract statistics versus actual support delivered 

In the 2019/2020 financial year we provided services to a 

total of 54 clients; 45 senior clients, 8 NDIS participants and 

1 brokerage client. 

The Social Support Program received funding to provide a total of 6054 service hours during the 2019/2020 

financial year.  It provided 3320.5 hours of actual hours which was 54.85% of our funded contract and is a 

substantial decrease from last year due to the COVID-19 pandemic which caused many of our clients to 

reduce their regular activities away from home to minimise their exposure to potential contagion. 

We said farewell to a number of our clients who accepted Home Care Packages or left the region.  We 

welcomed an equal number of new clients to our service and continue to do so each month. The program 

delivered 2341 actual hours of support to our NDIS participants in the 2019/2020 financial year.  This was a 

small increase on the previous financial year. 

We also delivered 121 actual brokerage service hours which was also an increase on the previous financial 

year a summary of which is shown in the below chart. 

Staff members Maxine and David celebrating David's 

achievements 
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Organisational Positions 

SHOALHAVEN NEIGHBOURHOOD SERVICES INC. 

 MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 2019-2020 

Cara Macdougall 

Secretary & Public Officer 

Anne Talbot 

Committee Member 

Alan Stasiukynas 

Vice President 

Gordon Cryer 

Treasurer 

Emma Wood 

President 

Debbie Waddell 

Committee Member 

Kate Kennedy 

Committee Member 

SHOALHAVEN NEIGHBOURHOOD SERVICES INC. 

 OUR TEAM 

FIONA LAM 

COMMUNITY 

WORKER 

MAXINE EDWARDS 

MANAGER 

SKYE THOMPSON 

OPERATIONS OFFICER 

JACQUI MAY 

ADMINISTRATION 

 ASSISTANT 

NIGEL RIDGWAY 

TEAM LEADER 
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Organisational Positions– (continued) 

Pip Joy Emma Joan 

Annette Anna Barbara David 

Alan S 

Alana G 

Alyssa M 

Anna P 

Anne T 

Beryl A 

Cara M 

Christine A 

Colleen L 

David C 

Debra W 

Elisabeth S 

Emma W 

Gervis T 

Gordon C 

Heather D 

Helen S 

Ian L 

Jacqui M 

Judith R 

Kate K 

Kathy S 

Keith M 

Lisa F 

Luke S 

Maria F 

Merilyn C 

Neville F 

Parvathy SR 

Phillipa L 

Praj B 

Robyn M 

Susan C 

Susan S 

Sylvia P 

Direct Support Workers 

Volunteers 
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Organisational Positions– (continued) 

 STAFF FAREWELLS 

We send our best wishes with staff and volunteers who have left us this year and 

thank them for the contributions they made to our community. 

 

Amy Kira Michelle 

Shoalhaven Neighbourhood Services Inc. 

Management Committee 

Manager 

30 Hrs/week 

Team Leader  

(Aged and NDIS services) 

30hrs /week 

Community Worker 

30 hrs/week 

Direct Support Workers 

 

Administration Assistant 

19.5 Hrs/ week 

Operations Officer 

21 Hrs/ week 

 

Volunteers 

 ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE 



 

 

www.sns.org.au 

 

 

 

 

Our Vision is to provide flexible opportunities to 

communities in the Shoalhaven that will contribute to a 

resilient, connected, caring and vibrant community. 

 

 

Our Mission is to be a dynamic, sustainable and visible 

organisation that is aware, understanding and responsive 

to the needs of the community and it’s members and 

meets those needs through partnerships and advocacy. 


